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Photo Reconnaissance Spitfire (see links). 5 blade prop, 6 exhaust stubs – must be a Griffon engine?. 

 

Club night 4 Oct. 17 

Liam Brettkelly from Trustpower TECT 
rescue helicopter gave a presentation on 
the formation and current operations of our 
local rescue helicopter service. This service 
costs the community in excess of $1.1 
million per year and is only possible with 
the generous support of sponsors and 
public donations. The service currently 
operates a single engine Squirrel helicopter 
but is considering upgrade to a twin engine 
Bolkow.  This will require a significant lift in 
operational funding. 
 Liam showed a video of a typical rescue 
filmed both in normal night conditions and 
then using night vision glasses. The 
difference is amazing.  The helicopter is fitted with a 2 man winch, a range of emergency medical equipment 
and a comprehensive radio system enabling communication with hospitals, search and rescue, police and civil 
aviation. 
Please support this service – you never know when you might need it.  
 

In “Bring and Brag” Mike Craig showed his ‘Tomboy’ style electric and discussed the placing of ailerons for 
best performance.  Dave Corney showed his Brian Harris design high performance electric, and also a 
Hobbyking Tiger Moth under construction.  
 

TECT gate closing times 

Following a number of security issues and hunters poaching for pigs, the TECT administration have advised 
that the park gates will be closed at night.  If you wish to stay over in your campervan, please check in with 
the Ranger.   Gate opening times are:- 
       Winter 8am – 4pm 

Summer 7am – 9pm 
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MFNZ AGM  

Three of our members attended the MFNZ AGM in Hastings – Roger Peddle, Bill de Renzy and Dave Marriott.  
Andy Avgas was also there as an observer. 

• Approx 45 people physically attended the meeting.  

• Quorum numbers (around 110) were made up with proxy votes. 

• Voting from the floor amounted to just over 30 members. Presumably the balance were observers or 
abstained from voting. 

• The meeting was chaired by a Mark von Dandleszen, who is a lawyer with experience in Incorporated 
Society constitutional issues. 

• The chair had clearly been briefed to expect trouble as in his opening remarks he said that he had the 
authority to call the Police if there was any unruly conduct. He made the observation that his role was 
not to decide on whether a remit was sensible or stupid – his role was simply to manage a process 
where decisions could be taken by majority vote of members. 

• Mark v D’s earlier opinion had ruled that proxies be allowed, and could be carried over from the 
previous meeting. This meant that those supporting the Shorer Constitution had 253 proxy votes  
while those supporting the Constitution Working Group had 53 proxies. 

• As a consequence the Shorer remit was accepted and the Constitutional Working Group proposal was 
withdrawn. 

• Dave Marriott’s remit proposing more involvement by Clubs in MFNZ decision making, was defeated.  
The contrary view advanced at the meeting was that when clubs had been included, very few took an 
active role, and thus their contribution to MFNZ decision making was negligible. 

• Mark v D, in his closing comments acknowledged that the often hostile debate between regional clubs 
and national bodies was not uncommon in Incorporated Societies.   His remedy was for more 
members to be aware of issues, to participate in debate, to attend meetings, be fully informed when 
placing proxies, and to be prepared to withdraw proxies if warranted by changes in understanding. 

• The new constitution will take effect from the date it is registered and accepted by the Incorporated 
Societies Office. 

• The people have spoken. Democracy rules. Life goes on.    
 

 

Hawkes Bay aerotow meeting 

In the morning before the AGM, the TMAC members went to an aerotow meeting held in the wilderness on 

the outskirts of Hastings.  Perfect weather conditions – clear skies, almost no wind. Some very impressive 

large scale gliders and tow tugs.   

←   Jim Hamill (Kapiti) starting his Piper 

Pawnee (100cc). Unfortunately, this model 

was lost when Jim became sun-blinded, the 

model went into a vertical dive, and when 

Jim regained his vision he pulled out so 

violently that the wings folded. It’s 

happened to the best of us. 

 

 

 

 

 



Roger Hutson’s bat. – (article by Roger Hutson) 

My Bruce Tharpe Delta Vortex is 13 years old and been flown to death; including through a 4 strand wire 
fence - ouch! 
The Oracover has delaminated due to fuel contamination with the plastic top coat coming away leaving the 
paint and glue behind. A real mess. 
I have cleaned it off as best I can, replaced the really bad bits with new balsa sheeting, installed Robart Electric 
retracts which I happened to have in the cupboard, and brought it up to date with titanium digital servos, 
Sullivan control horns and clevises plus two new 6 volt batteries, one for the receiver and one to boost the 
retracts. 
Over the years it has been powered by an OS61FX, OS91FX and an OS108 FSR which is currently installed. It 
used to go like the clappers and should now be even faster! 
Some years ago I built a new under-carriage in order to raise the fuselage and provide more ground clearance 
for the prop. With the ever increasing motor size I still experienced the prop hitting the ground on take-off 
and I now have a good amount of clearance so this issue should be resolved. 
Once again it has been covered with Oracover, (I will not use anything else despite the horrendous cost). To 
accommodate the wheel houses I had to cut one of the main spars which significantly weakened the wing. I 
have hopefully overcome this problem by using ply web shears on each side of the wheel houses which have 
been fibre-glassed with plenty of cloth and resin. 
With a bit of luck it should be stronger than the original design. 
It may still be a 'slimer' as the guys at Wahoroa say - but it is a very fast one! 

   
 

   
 

 

 

Club Night door fee. 

The committee has decided to introduce a $2 door charge for club nights. This is to contribute towards cost of 
hireage of a venue, refreshments and a small gift for external speakers.  Please check your loose change or 
raid your parking meter money before leaving home. This will apply from our December meeting. 

 



Free to a good home 

Through our association with Classic Flyers we have been donated 2 old models.  These were purchased from 
our auction many years ago and intended to be hung as display pieces. They have been stored in a roof space 
and the covering has deteriorated. 
The first is 1160mm wingspan, tissue covered. The tissue is now brittle and punctured, and needs recovering 
with a modern iron on film. Originally had an AM10/15 diesel but would be ideal as a hi wing trainer with 
electric drive.  No servos or radio gear.. 

 

 

The second is 1750mm wingspan, fabric covered. Fitted with an OS Max 40 glow.  The servos are original but 

would best be replaced with modern miniature servos. 

      

   If anyone wants a project, call Dave on 021 909407. 

 

 

Additionally the club has been donated a ‘46’ glow high wing trainer. Ready to fly, c/w with all radio gear. This 

would suit someone who is keen to get into the hobby but lacks the ready cash to get set up. 

 

 

Bill’s new project 

Bill has revealed his new project. Its 
Huge!.  It’s a Bidule 111 specifically 
designed as a glider tug.  Bill plans to fit 
it with a 170cc motor which should be 
able to drag it off the ground.  It has a 
3m span and is expected to weigh in 
excess of 15kg.  More details as the 
project develops. 
 

 

 

 



Andy Avgas – (junior reporter)  

• During the month winds in excess of 130km/hr shredded our main windsock. Pictured 
is Dave negotiating for a replacement under warranty. Note the pursing of the lips, the folded 
arms and the tapping of the feet (readers of Terry Pratchett will understand). 
 

 

• Andy visited an aerotow meeting in 
Hastings in the morning before the MFNZ AGM.  There were some 20 flyers present. Most were 
extremely concerned about the conduct of the MFNZ Council, but when asked if they were going to 
the AGM to have their views considered, they all declined. For them it was more important to be 
flying, than to have a view on the governance of the national body. This is not just apathy, it is a sign 
of the disconnect between regular flyers and the parent body.   When only 35 members turn up and 
vote at an AGM of 2200 members, it is easy to see how the AGM decisions may not necessarily reflect 
the overall feelings of the membership. 

• At the aerotow meeting, one pilot hand-launched a vintage plane driven by a DC Rapier diesel engine 
(nostalgia moment – the smell of ether was invigorating). The plane flew straight and level for a few 
seconds then slowly started to veer to the left, followed by a violent left roll and a crash. 
Subsequently it was found that the rudder servo was operating in reverse.  The plane was behaving 
itself when unattended but any pilot input led to disaster. As always check, check and check again – 
and then check again. It only takes one little defect to ruin 
your day. 
 

• Is this where you go to learn how to fix your foamie?        

                                          → 

 

 

 

 

Links 

• Highlights from 2017 Reno races -  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uqKpYOV3atU 

• Drones an endangered species in outback Australia - https://www.wsj.com/article_email/bold-eagles-

angry-birds-are-ripping-80-000-drones-out-of-the-sky-1506701429-lMyQjAxMTA3MjAzMzEwMDM4Wj/   

• Very busy cockpit.  http://player.vimeo.com/video/48642618   

• What you can do with a jet – easy peasy. Thrust vectoring helps. (skip the first 2 minutes)  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Dg_KlJqCl0g 

• Some amazing WWII aircraft photos 

-  http://www.mission4today.com/index.php?name=ForumsPro&file=viewtopic&t=14429 
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Projects Update 

• Much of the electric wiring and plumbing has been completed for the container project. Solar panels 
have been installed which will power 
lighting, water pump and a Lipo charging 
station. Pictured are Roger, Peter and 
Gary. (Photo by Warren). 

 
• If you are out at the flying field in the 
next week or so, please bring a 
wheelbarrow and shovel. We have a 
quantity of earth to be removed from 
between the container and the day 
shelter and spread over the other side of 
the bund. 

 

Coming Events 

• We are planning a pre Xmas open weekend in early December. Details to follow but we envisage 
inviting other clubs, and allowing overnight stay for campervans, caravans, and tents. All types of 
models encouraged. Planning date is the weekend of 2-3 December with fallback dates of 9-10, and 
16-17 Dec. 

• Our guest speaker for our 1st November Club night will be Andrew Gormlie, CEO of Classic Flyers. This 
will be held at Classic Flyers Aviation Museum. 

• Our final club night for 2017 will be Dec 6th.   There will be no club night in January. 

• Landing competition. I trust you have all been practicing. A date will be set once the weather settles 
down. 

 

 

 

 

That’s all for this month – safe and successful flying to all 

Dave Marriott 

Editor.      contact - taurangamodelfly@gmail.com    
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